The Board of Editors is pleased to announce the election of the following Associates as officers for volume fifty-eight: Editor-in-Chief, Robert A. DuPuy; Managing Editors, Charles M. Adelman and Donna J. Zenor; Article Editors, Thomas C. O'Keefe and Thomas M. Torrens; Research Editor, James A. Smith; Note and Comment Editors, Ned H. Bassen, Leslie C. Pratt, and Allen P. Rubine; as Members of the Board of Editors; Patricia A. Barald, Joseph L. Carbonaro, John E. Dombroski, Rodney H. Dow, Verlane L. Endorf, William Scott Ferguson (Program Director), Eugene N. Kaplan, John F. MacLennan, Martha McLane, Paul Robbins, Robert A. Warwick, Allan H. Weitzman, and Keith H. West.